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Introduction

Consider a linear arrayof coupled oscillators.

-

Achieves high radiated power through coherent spatial power
combining.
Usually designed to produce constant aperture phase.

Oscillators are injection locked to each other ora to
master
oscillator to produce coherent radiation.
Oscillators do not necessarilyoscillate at their tuning
frequency.
Adler has shown that the phaseof each oscillatoris a
function of the difference between the
tuningfrequency
and the oscillation frequency.
York, et. al. have shown that the oscillation frequencyof
the array is the average
of the free running frequencies of
the oscillators.
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Our purposein coupling oscillators togetheris to achieve highradiated power
through the spatial power combining which results when the
oscillators are
injection locked to each other. Adler has shown that the phase
of the oscillator
output is a function of the difference between thefree running frequency andthe
oscillation frequency. York, et. al. have shown that, left to themselves, the
ensemble of injection locked oscillatorsoscillate at the averageof the tuning
frequencies of all the oscillators.
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Coupled Oscillators for Radiating
Aperture Phase Control
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Radiating
Elements

This shows the conceptof controlling the phase in
a radiating aperture using
coupled electronic oscillators. The amplifiers serve two purposes; they provide
for high radiated power and they isolate the oscillators from the parasitic
coupling between the radiating elements
thus permitting more precise control
of
the natureof the interoscillator coupling.
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Injection Locking
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o,, isthefrequency
to which the oscillator
is tuned.
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Consider a single injection locked oscillator.We represent the signals as
complex functions as indicated. In steady state, of course, the oscillator will
oscillate at the injection frequency. The transient (time varying) behavior
is
governed by the indicated differential equation. Using this equation
we can
formulate the theory of a set of coupled oscillators.
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Coupled Oscillators
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In thecontinuum model:

L

Here we adapt the preceding differential equation to describe the behavior
of a
linear arrayof coupled oscillatorswith nearest neighbor coupling. Usinga
continuum model of this description leads to the partial differential equation
shown at the bottomof the vugraph. Tau is time multipliedby the locking
bandwidth of the oscillators.
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Coupling Schemes

A number of coupling schemes for oscillator arrays have been proposed
andor
experimentally investigated during past several years. This will abeshort top
level review of these and their attributes
in terms of phased array control.
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Separate Injection Loclang
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York and Itoh, M"T-46, 1920-1929, Nov. 1998.[Review]

(Q 1998 IEEE)
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Here each oscillatoris directly locked to the master oscillator and its phase
relative to the master oscillatoris adjustable by variation of its free running
frequency.
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Harmonic Locking

Q
Al-Ani, Cullen, and Forrest,MTT-22.698-703, June 1974.

(Q 1974 E E )
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The array oscillators are locked atomaster oscillator at four(n) times their
frequency. Then control pulses are applied
to the tuningports which causes
temporary loss of lock fora duration of one cycleof the masteroscillator after
which lock is reacquired. The result is a phase shift of 2 pi /4 or 90 degrees.
The directionof shift is dependent on the sign of the control pulse.
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Unidirectional Coupling

York and Itoh, MlT-46, 1920-1929, Nov. 1998.[Review]

(Q 1998 IEEE)
Lin, Chew, and Itoh, "IT Symposium, San Diego. 1994.
(Q 1994 B E )
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In this scheme each oscillatoris injection locked to its predecessorin the chain
and this implies that the relative phase of the oscillators canbe adjusted by
varying their free running frequenciesin the manner described by Adler.
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Ring Coupling

Dussopt and Laheurte, MWGWL, 160-162,April 1999.

(Q 1999 B E )
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This isa ring arraywith unidirectional coupling designed to produce
circular
polarization. In steady state the 90 degree phase differences between the
oscillators is exactly canceled
by the 90 degree coupling phase resulting in
phase locked oscillationat the free running frequency
of the oscillators.
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Network Coupling - Id

Stephan, MTT-34,1017-1025,Oct. 1986.
(Q 1986 IEEE)
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At low frequencies, onemay consider using discrete component coupling
networks instead of transmission lines. This can resultin nearly zero coupling
phase.
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Network Coupling - 2d

1

Stephan andMorgan, AP-35.771-781,July 1987.
(Q 1987 lEEE)
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A similar low frequency scheme can be devised for two dimensional arrays as
shown here. Stephan and Morgan have demonstrated steering via injection
locking of the perimeter oscillators using suchan arrangement.
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Transmission Line Coupling

York and Itoh. MlT46,192O- 1929, Nov. 1998 [Review]
(0 1998 IEEE)
Nogi, Lin, and Itoh. MlT-41.1827-1837, Oct. 1993

(0 1993 I=)
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Initially, transmission line couplingwas applied between theoscillator outputs
by connection to the radiating elements themselves.
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Radiative Coupling

Liao and York, MTT-41, 1799-1815, Oct. 1993.
(Q 1993 IEEE)
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Oscillators canalso be mutually injection locked viathe radiating coupling
between the radiating elements. This can be tricky because both the strength
and phase of the coupling is dependent on theelement spacing which, inturn,
determines the radiation pattern.
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J P L Tank Circuit Coupling

1s

More recently, transmission line coupling has been applied between tank
the
to isolate the
circuits of the oscillators and buffer amplifiers were employed
radiating aperture.from the coupling network thus simplifying the design.
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Frequency Doubling

York and Itoh, MTT-46,1920-1929, Nov. 1998.[Review]

(Q 1998 IEEE)
Alexanian, Chang, and York, AP-S Symposium, Newport Bch, 1995.
(Q 1995 IEEE)
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In order to maintain lock, any pair
of locked oscillatorsmust be no more than 90
degrees apart in phase. Thus, for
an array with half wavelength spacing of the
30 degrees. If, however,
radiating elements, the maximum scan angle will be
the radiated frequency is twice the oscillator frequency, the maximum phase
difference between locked oscillators becomes
180 degrees ideally permitting
scanning to endfire.
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Extended Resonance

Mortazawi and Loach, MTT-40.2397-2402, Dec. 1992.

(Q 1992 IEEE)
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hhtazawi and Loach propose a schemein which the oscillators are not
individually resonant but, instead, become resonant by virtueof their connection
to neighboring oscillators in the array. This has been termed ''extended
resonance."
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Applications of Continuum
Modeling

The continuum model resulting in a partial differential equation governing the
aperture phaseof the array has been applied in analysis
of one and two
dimensional agile beam arrays using detuning and external injection
for beam
control. The following predicted transient and steady state behaviors have been
obtained.
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Beamsteering Dynamics
Equal and opposite detuning
of the end oscillators; i.e.,

yields,

According to Liao, et.al. [EEE Trans. MTT-41,pp. 1810-18115, Oct. 19931,
beamsteering is accomplished by equal and opposite detuningof the end
oscillators of the array. The solution for the phase distribution can
be obtained
from the solutionfor detuning one arbitrary oscillator (x=b) by superposition
(subtraction) of two solutions, one for b=a and one
for b=-a. The time domain
result is as shown.
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Beamsteering Phase

This is a graphical representation
of the beamsteering phase solution
just
obtained.
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Far Zone Radiation Pattern

This plot shows the dynamicsof the far zone radiation pattern during
beamsteering. It was obtained by computing the radiation patternfor each time
value by integration over the aperture using the phase solution represented
on
the previous vugraph. Note that thebeam integrity and sidelobe structure is
maintained throughout the transient period.
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JI=)L Stephan’sBeamsteering
Scheme
[JEEE Trans. MTT-34, pp. 1017-1025,0ctober 19861
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Radiating Elements
Oscillators
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Master Oscillator -

Phase
Shifter

This diagram shows the Stephan scheme for beam steering. The master
oscillator provides injection signals tothe two end oscillators whilethe phase
shifter controls the relative phase
of these signals. The result is a linear phase
progression across the array.
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The M by N Array
N

/
-N- 1

This diagram schematically represents
a (2M+1) by (2N+1) array of oscillators
coupled to nearest neighbors. This is the array to be analyzed in the following.
The oscillators shownin dashed lines are external sources which provide the
properly phased injection signals to the perimeter oscillators
of the array.
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The Continuum Model

where,

z = Aw,,, t

Thus, defininga continuous phi function and continuous variablesx and y
indexing theoscillators, we arrive at the partial differential equation
for phi
shown. As in the one dimensional case, V represents the distribution and
strength of the injection signals with phase phiinj. Tau
is time measured in
inverse locking ranges.
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A Numerical Example
Consider a 21 by 21 element square array.
Radiating elements:
- Half wavelength spacing

- Connected to each oscillator

Consider a 21 by 21 element array with oneradating element connectedto each
oscillator. Let the radiating elementsbe spaced one half wavelength apart and
let the external injection signals
be applied tothe perimeter oscillators per the
preceding theory. The following vugraphs showa series of computed results
concerning the aperture phase and far zone field
of such an array.
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These graphs show the time evolutionof the phase when detuning appropriateto
beamsteering is applied. Note that the steering voltages are constant along each
edge of the array.
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This graph shows the beampeak (dots) and the three
dB contour (closed curves)
as a functionof time during the beamsteering transient resulting whenstep
a
steering voltage designed to
steer the beam thirtydegrees off normal is applied
at time zero.
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Peak Gain
Perimeter
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During the transient period, the aperture phase is nonplanar.
This results in a
temporary reduction in gain due to phase aberration. This graph shows
this gain
reduction as a functionof time compared with the projected aperture loss to be
expected for each beam position. These curves were obtained
by pattern
integration.
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This graph shows the result of four sets of steeringvoltages appliedin rapid
succession. Note that the aberration effects seem to be greater when steering
from one off axis position to another than when steering to or from normal.
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J P L Summary of Key Results
Inter-oscillatorphasedifference
Limited to 90 degrees.
Limit can be mitigated by:

-

Reducing the element spacing.
Adding oscillators between the radiating ones.
Radiating at a hannonic of the coupling frequency.

The response time of the array varies as the square of its size.
The maximum step detuningof a single oscillatorof a one dimensional array
approaches two locking ranges for a large array.
If dl of the oscillatorsare externally injection lockedor detuned the response
time is that of a single oscillator.
This linearized model substantiates thebeam steering results of Stephan.
The injection signal phaseis limited to 90 degrees from injected oscillator
phase unless applied gradually.
The maximum step change in frequencyof injection of one of the oscillatorsof
a one dimensional arrayis limited to the locking rangedivided by the number
of oscillators.

-

u)

In conclusion, the chart summarizes the
key results obtained to date via
continuum modeling concerning the dynamic behavior
of one and two
dimensional coupled oscillatorarrays involving either detuning or external
injection locking of the oscillators.
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An S-Band Experimental Array

A seven element array operating at 2.53 GHz has been fabricated and tested.
This array is described in the following vugraphs.
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d
v
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With the consultationof the UCSB Group (R. A. York and P.F. Maccarini) the
PM2503 RFIC was selected for use in constructing a laboratory modelarray at
S-Band (2.5 GHz).
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~ p Seven
l
Element 2.5 GHz
Oscillator Controlled Phased
Array Antenna
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The shows the oscillator array mated with the seven element patch array.
The
shorting barsare clearly visible and the excess transmission line has been
eliminated by cutting the line at the bar. There,of course, remains a
discontinuity due to the difference in impedance between the line and the bar.
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Closeup of One Oscillator

This is acloseup of one of theoscillators showing the tuning potentiometer and
binding post. Also visible are the inductors usedto isolate the power supply
from therf.
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Mixers as Phase
Detectors
Phase as Voltage

Radiating Elements
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N

The experimental setupfor verifying the theoretically predicted arraybehavior
makes use of mixers as phase detectors as shown here. The
90 degree hybrids
are used to make the mixer outputszero when the corresponding twooscillators
are in phase. (Without the hybrids, the output would be zero
for a 90 degree
phase difference.) Ten dB couplers are used to derive the signals
to be sent to
the radiating elements. While one might expect that the mixer
signals would be
derived in this manner instead, the present arrangement provides adequate signal
for driving the mixers while retaining the ability to measure radiation
patterns
since the receiveris more sensitive than the mixers.
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Diagnostic Circuitry
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This is a photograph of the array with the added diagnostic circuitry.
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Virtual
Instrument
Display
(In-phase
Case)

The mixer outputsare read by a “Virtual Instrument” implemented in LabView.
The displayis shown above for tuning which yields a uniform aperture phase
distribution.
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Virtual
Instrument
Display
(Linear Phase
Case)

If the end oscillators are detuned oppositely,a linear phase distributionresults as
shown here.
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Zero Degree Scan
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Three patterns are shown here for zero degree scan. The solid line
is the ideal
pattern of the seven element array. The dashed lineis the pattern predicted from
the measured amplitude and phase
of the patch excitations shownin the chart.
Finally, the dotted line
is the measured pattern under oscillator excitation
of the
patch array.
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12.84 Degree Scan

This final scan case shows the beam nearly 13 degrees off boresight. Beyond
this point, the amplitude of oscillator number7 drops to too low a level to
participate in the interaction and loses lock.
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Summary of the Experiment

A coupled oscillator controlled phased arrayhas
been designed, fabricated, and evaluated.

- PM2503 oscillators "ICs
- Seven patch elements
- Linear (one dimensional) array
- Transmit only

The theoretical predictionsof coupling phase
effects were verified.
The beamsteering range was limitedby amplitude
variation with tuning.
41

While this arrayis transmit only, a receive array can be designed using the same
principles. One would use the oscillatorsof the array to provide local oscillator
signals to be mixed with the signals from each receive element in the aperture.
These local oscillator signals would carry the phase necessary to render the
received signals cophasalfor incidence from a given direction. The direction is,
of course, determinedby detuning the end oscillatorsof the arrayjust as in the
transmit case.
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Modulation

To impose information on the radiated
signal, the array must be modulated.
Frequency modulation is the most natural
scheme.
The question is, how?
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Frequency Modulation
Appear to be three options for frequency
modulation.

- Modulate one oscillator.
- Modulate morethan one oscillator.
- Modulate all of the oscillators.
The first two options can be immediately
discarded because the steady state phase
distribution would be parabolic.

It will be shown in the following that to effectively place information on the
radiated beam it is necessary to modulated all of the oscillators in the array
simultaneously.
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Virtual
Instrument
Display
(Oscillator
Seven
Detuned)

If only oscillator seven is detuned, a parabolic distribution results.
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Instrument
Seven
Detuned)
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Detuning oscillator seven in the opposite direction
also produces a parabolic
distribution. Modulation of oscillator seven with a square wave switches
of the
between this and the preceding distribution and permits observation
transient behaviorof the array.

4.5

lpLModulation of One End
Oscillator
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Using the system illustrated in the preceding vugraphs, the above results on the
left were obtainedby modulating oscillator 7 with a .2 volt peak to peak square
wave injectedinto the oscillatortank circuit between the varactor and the
resonating inductor through a very large (0.1 microFarad) capacitor. The mixers
were calibrated to permit conversionof the measured output voltage to degrees
of phase difference between adjacent oscillators. The corresponding theoretical
prediction is shown on the right. Comparisonof the plots permits confirmation
of the locking range of the oscillators.
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The Proposed Scheme

We propose to implement modulation of all the oscillators using the network
shown. While resembling a corporate feed network, the line lengths here are not
critical, as they would be at rf, because the network operates at baseband.
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Remarks on Modulation

Modulation of one oscillator is ineffective.

- Steady state phase distributionis parabolic.
- Average locking range can be inferred from
transients.
- Theoretical predictions experimentally verified.

All oscillators must be modulated.

- Steady state phase distributionis linear.
- Transient responseis that of one oscillator.

From the presented results, we can conclude that the theoretical predictions are
born out in the measurements and that both imply that effective modulation can
only be achieved bysimultaneouslymodulatingall
of the oscillatorsin the
array.
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Current Work (at JPL)
L-Band Receive Array

- 15 oscillators
- 9 Radiating Elements
S-Band Two Dimensional Array

- 25(?) Oscillators
- 25(?) Radiating Elements

We are currently fundedby BMDO to build an L-band receive array basedon
coupled oscillator principles. Itis intended that the scan range will exceed30
degrees because radiating elements willbe connected only to every other
oscillator.
We are also funded by NASA to begin work on two dimensional arrays. This
work will be done at S-band due to ready availabilityof components. The size
of the arrays has not yet been determined.
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Future Work (at JPL)

Larger two dimensional arrays.
Higher frequency arrays.

- Ka-Band
- Collaboration with Clemson University
Transmidreceive arrays.

- Shared aperture
- Shared oscillator array

Our plan includes further work in two dimensions, developmentof higher
frequency arrays in collaboration with Pearson’s group at Clemson, and
development of arrays which both transmit andreceive.
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ApLSeven Element 2.5 GHz
Oscillator Controlled Phased
Antenna
Array

The showsthe oscillator array mated with the seven element patch array. The
shorting barsare clearly visible and the excess transmission line has been
eliminated by cutting the line at the bar. There, of course, remains a
discontinuity due to the difference in impedance between the line and the bar.
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Closeup of One Oscillator
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This is a closeup of one of the oscillators showing the tuning potentiometer
and binding post. Also visible are the inductors used to isolate
the power
supply from the rf.
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Coupling Phase Effects

53

The theory predicts some interesting relations between the coupling phase
on
the one hand and the array locking range and ensemble frequency on the other.
Beginning with the system of nonlinear first order differential equations
presented by York one can use trigonometric identities to identify these
effects.
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Coupling Phase Effects (Cont.)

54

Defining the phase relative to a reference frequency, one can group terms and
factors so as to define an effective ensemble frequency and effective locking
range as shown. Note that the locking range is maximum when the coupling
phase is a multiple ofpi in which case the ensemble frequency is equal to the
average of the free running frequencies.
These effects were easily observed during the shorting
bar adjustment.

Mixers as Phase
Detectors
Phase as Voltage

Radiating Elements
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The experimental setup forverifjing the theoretically predicted array behavior
makes useof mixers as phase detectorsas shown here. The90 degree hybrids
are used to make the mixer outputs zero when the corresponding two
oscillators are in phase. (Without the hybrids, the output would be zero for a
90 degree phase difference.) Ten dB couplers are used to derive the signals to
be sent to the radiating elements. While one might expect that the mixer
signals would be derived in this manner instead, the present arrangement
provides adequate signal for driving the mixers while retaining the ability to
measure radiation patterns since the receiver is more sensitive than the mixers.
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Laboratory Setup

56

This is a photographof the laboratory equipment used to diagnose array
the
behavior.
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This is a photographof the array with the added diagnostic circuitry.
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Virtual
Instrument
Display
(In-phase
Case)

The mixer outputsare read by a “Virtual Instrument” implemented in
LabView. The display is shown above for tuning which yields a uniform
aperture phase distribution.
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Virtual
Instrument
Display
(Linear Phase
Case)

If the end oscillators are detuned oppositely, a linear phase distribution results
as shown here.
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Divider

As a test of the radiating aperture, uncontaminated with coupled oscillator
array effects, a pattern was measured with the aperture excitedanvia
eight
way power divider with one port terminated and the other seven connected to
the patch elements. A second pattern was measured with the array rotated180
degrees about boresight to discern possible range effects. These graphs
compare the measured patterns with the theoretical ideal. The agreement is
-25 dB.
quite satisfactory and range artifacts are only evident below
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Zero Degree Scan

Three patterns are shown here for zero degree scan. The solid line is the ideal
pattern of the seven element array. The dashed line .is the pattern predicted
from the measured amplitude and phase
of the patch excitations shown in the
chart. Finally, the dotted line is the measured pattern under oscillator
excitation of the patch array.
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6.38 Degree Scan
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These curves are similar to those in the last vugraph but,
this time, for a
scanned beam. As can be seen from the chart this scan was achieved by
changing the tuning voltageon the end oscillators.
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9.59 Degree Scan
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Here the tuning voltagesare futher adjusted to produce a larger scan
angle.
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12.84 Degree Scan
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This final scan case shows thebeam nearly 13 degrees off boresight. Beyond
this point, the amplitudeof oscillator number7 drops to too low a level to
participate in the interaction and loses lock.
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Summary of the Experiment
A coupled oscillator controlled phased array has
been designed, fabricated, and evaluated.

- PM2503 oscillators "ICs
- Seven patch elements
- Linear (one dimensional) array
- Transmit only
The theoretical predictionsof coupling phase
effects were verified,
The beamsteering range was limited by amplitude
variation with tuning.
65

While this arrayis transmit only, a receive array can be designed using the
same principles. One would use the oscillators of the array to provide local
oscillator signals tobe mixed with the signals from each receive element in the
aperture. These local oscillator signals would carry the phase necessary to
render the received signals cophasal for incidence from a given direction. The
direction is,of course, determinedby detuning the end oscillators
of the array
just as in the transmit case.
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Modulation

To impose information onthe radiated
signal, the array must be modulated.
Frequency modulation is the most natural
scheme.
The question is, how?
66
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Frequency Modulation
Appear to be three options for frequency
modulation.
- Modulate one oscillator.
- Modulate more than one oscillator.
- Modulate all of the oscillators.
The first two options can be immediately
discarded because the steady state phase
distribution would be parabolic.
67

It will be shown in the following that to effectively place information
on the
radiated beam itis necessary to modulated allof the oscillators in the array
simultaneously.
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The Proposed Scheme
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We propose to implement modulation of all the oscillators using the network
shown. While resembling a corporate feed network, the line lengths here are
not critical, as they would be at rf, because the network operatesat baseband.
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Consider a Square Wave

The source term becomes,

The Laplace transform is,
H ( s ) = itanh(
S

i)

and we wishto solve,
d 2F
"

23c2

SF

1
= --tan('
S )
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The behavior of the proposed array under square wave modulation can be
ascertained theoretically using the diffbsion equation presented earlier. The
source term is bod.
Solution is effected via the Laplace transform. This
source waveform has a known Laplace transform shown and
herethe resulting
transformed equation is given at the bottom of the vugraph.

JPL
particular
integral
is,
A

I

Square Wave Continued
1

Adding two complementary functions gives,

Boundary conditions require that
A and B be
zero so the inverse transform becomes,
m
7r
((r)=7-U(r)+Ca(-I)"(r-n--)u(r-n-)
T
T
2
n=l
2
2

That is, the array integrates the modulation signal.
70

Proceeding with the solution, we add to a particular integral the appropriate
amounts of homogeneous solutions to satisfy the boundary conditions
(Neumann conditions) at the array ends. The result shown here indicates that
the array transmits a frequency modulated signal. For phase modulation the
array basically integrates the modulation signal. Thus, we propose that in this
case the information signalbe first differentiated and then applied to the array
modulation network resulting in transmission
of an appropriately phase
modulated signal.
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Virtual
Instrument
Display
(Oscillator
Seven
Detuned)
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If only oscillator sevenis detuned, a parabolic distribution results.
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Virtual
Instrument
Display
(Oscillator
Seven
Detuned)
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Detuning oscillator seven in the opposite direction also produces a parabolic
distribution. Modulation of oscillator seven with a square wave switches
between this and the preceding distribution and permits observation
of the
transient behaviorof the array.
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Using the system illustrated in the preceding vugraphs, the above results on the
left were obtainedby modulating oscillator 7 with a .2 volt peak to peak square
wave injected into the oscillator tank circuit between the varactorthe
and
resonating inductor through avery large (0.1 microFarad) .capacitor. The
mixers were calibrated to permit conversion of the measured output voltage to
degrees of phase difference between adjacent oscillators. The corresponding
theoretical prediction is shown on the right. Comparison
of the plots permits
confirmation of the locking range of the oscillators.

Virtual
Instrument
Display
(Oscillator
Five Detuned)
74

If only oscillator five is detuned, a dual parabolic distribution results.

JPL
Virtual
Instrument
Display
(Oscillator
Five Detuned)

Detuning oscillator five in the opposite direction also produces a dual
parabolic distribution. Modulation of oscillator five with a square wave
switches between this and the preceding distribution and permits observation
of the transient behaviorof the array.
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Modulation of One
Internal Oscillator
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Using the system illustrated in the preceding vugraphs, the above results
on the
left were obtained by modulating oscillator
5 with a .2 volt peak to peak square
wave injected into the oscillator tank circuit between the varactor and the
resonating inductor through avery large (0.1 microFarad) capacitor. The
corresponding theoretical predictionis shown on the right. Comparison of the
plots again confirms the locking range
of the oscillators.
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JpL Modulation of All Oscillators
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If allof the oscillators are modulated simultaneously one should theoretically
observe zero phase differences. Thus, in order to see the transients, we
detuned the oscillators to produce observable phase differences and then
applied the modulation to all
of them. This permits the determinationof the
time constants from which the locking range can again
be computed. Note
that the short time constants are the ones relevant to the locking range
computation. The long time constants are related to the large bypassing
components used in the tuning power supply circuit.
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Selecting the channel1 signal from the preceding graph, we fit the natural
logarithm of the function to a set
of straight lines whose slopes give the time
constants involved. The long time constant is related to the large bypassing
components used on the tuning supply. The shorter time constant implies a
locking rangeof 28.7 MHz which is quite constant (within the experimental
error) with the26.5 MHz obtained previously and with the result
of direct
measurement of the locking range.
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Jpr

Remarks on Modulation

Modulation of one oscillator is ineffective.

- Steady state phase

distribution is parabolic.
- Average locking range canbe inferred from
transients.
- Theoretical predictionsexperimentallyverified.

All oscillators must be modulated.
- Steady state phase distribution is linear.

- Transient response

is thatof one oscillator.
19

From the presented results, we can conclude that the theoretical predictions are
born out in the measurements and that both imply that effective modulation
can only be achieved by simultaneously modulating all of the oscillators in the
array.

JPL

Current Work (at JPL)

L-Band Receive Array
- 15 oscillators
- 9 Radiating Elements
S-Band Two Dimensional Array
- 25(?) Oscillators
- 25(?) Radiating Elements
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We are currently fundedby Bh4DO to build an L-band receivearray based on
coupled oscillator principles. It is intended that the scan range will exceed
30
degrees because radiating elements will be connected
only to every other
oscillator.
We are also fundedby NASA to begin work ontwo dimensional arrays. This
work will be done at S-band due to ready availabilityof components. The size
of the arrays has not yet been determined.
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Future Work (at JPL)
Larger two dimensional arrays.
Higher fiequency arrays.
- Ka-Band

- Collaboration

with Clemson University

Transmitlreceive arrays.

- Shared

aperture
- Shared oscillator array
81

Our plan includesM e r work intwo dimensions, developmentof higher
frequency arrays in collaboration
with Pearson’s group at Clemson, and
development of arrays whichboth transmit and receive.
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